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Abstract 
Diaconis, P. and R. Graham, An affine walk on the hypercube, Journal of Computational and Applied 
Mathematics 41 (1992) 215-235. 
Let Z$ be the group of binary d-tuples. We study the process X,, = AX,,_ 1 + l n with Xi E Z;, A fiied in 
GL,(H,) and E, a random vector of disturbance terms. This models algorithms in the presence of a “bad bit”. 
For a class of situations we show that the distribution of X,, tends to the uniform distribution on Zf. We 
determine sharp rates of convergence and demonstrate the existence of cutoff phenomena. The analysis 
depends on understanding codes made from the binomial coefficients (mod2). It leads to a novel type of 
oscillating behavior for the location of the cutoff and for the error terms. 
Keywords: Markov chain; uniform distribution; cutoff phenomena; Fourier analysis; code. 
1. Introduction 
Let Z$ be the group of bina r~ ci-tuples under coordinatewise addition. Let A be the d X d 
lower triangular matrix with ones on the diagonal and subdiagonal and zero elsewhere. Thus if 
d = 4, A appears as 
This paper analyzes Markov chains of the form 
(1 1) . 
(12) . 
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and e’n independent and identically distributed vectors having common 
P(% = 0) = 1 - 8, P(c, = e,) = 0, (I 3) . 
wi < TV < 1 fixed and e, the vector with a one in the first coordinate and zeros elsewhere. 
motivation, take d = 4, and consider the result of applying successive powers of A 
without error (all calculations are mod2): 
Finally A4 = I. Thus repeatedly applying A gives the partial sums of the 4 coordinates. If 
= 2”, Ad- ’ gives all partial sums as above. This is a typical repetitive process. The model (1.2) 
allows the first bit to err with probability 8. As shown below, this source of randomness 
eventually corrupts the entire vector and for any starting state and any y E Z$, 
1 
limP(x.=y)=~. 
n+= (14) . 
We determine sharp rates of convergence for this limiting behavior. Note that if 8 = $, then 
Xn becomes uniform by the time n = d. We henceforth assume 8 + $. Let U(y) = 1/2d denote 
the uniform distribution and let e,<yj = P(X, = y}. Let 
IlQ,-WI = ma IP(X,+B)-U(B)1 . 
BcZ$? 
(15) 
denote the total variation distance. Our main result shows that n of order d log d steps are 
necessary and suffice to make the total variation distance small. An exact statement is 
complicated by an oscillating lead term. 
Theorem 1.1. Let d be a positive integer with 2’-’ < d < 2’ for some integer . Suppose that the 
binary expansion of d begins with s consecutive ones, 1~ s < r, (so ifd = 25 = 11001,,,, s = s(d) = 
2). If 
with 
n = cu(d)d(log d + c), (16) . 
(1 *s/r) 2’ 
ar(d)= 4llog(l-2e)l 7 
then, for the random walk defined by ( 1.2), ( 1.3) there are universal constants a, b such that 
II Qn - U II <a e+. (17) . 
This result is shalp in the following sense. For n of the form (1.6) with c < 0, 
f(c)< II Q,-WI, (1 8) . 
with 0 <f(c); 1 as c + --. 
Theorem 1.1 shows that the variation distance is essentially 1 for n substantially smaller than 
cu(d)d log d and tends to zero exponentially fast for n substantially larger than this cutoff 
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value. Similar behavior holds for a variety of other chains; see, e.g., [1,2,4,7]. Explaining these 
cutoffs is a major unsolved problem in this area. 
The lead term ar(d) is a bounded oscillating function of d. Suppose d is large. Then a(d) 
lies between 
1 1 
411og(l - 20) 1 and 2 llog( 1 - 26) 1 ’ 
as d varies in 2’-’ < d < 2’. This is the first example we know of this type of oscillating 
behavior in Markov chain theory. 
The upper bound (1.7) is proved in Section 2 by Fourier analysis. The lower bound (1.8) is 
proved in Section 3. Both arguments depend on a careful analysis of the weight enumerator of 
the code generated by d vectors Wi, 0 < i < d - 1, where W;: E Zg’ has Wi< i> = ({> (mod 2). This 
code is treated in the Appendix. 
Theorem 1.1 omits powers of 2. In this case, the exact asymptotics of the variation distance 
can be determined. The following result is proved in Section 4 without Fourier analysis. 
Theorem 1.2. Let d = 2’. For the random walk defined by (1.21, (1.3) and 
d(log d + c) 
n = 2 llog(1 - 26) 1 ’ 
we have 
lIQ,-Ull =l-2@ (-$ e-‘/26(:)) + O(d-‘/2), 
*where 
=- e -I'/2 dt 
and b(n/d) is the bounded oscillating function given by 
b( 5) = (1 - 2*)-‘“9 1 - 4( 3)0(1 - *))“2, 
with (x) denoting the fractional part of x. 
Theorem 1.2 determines the shape of the cutoff function. The usual bounds on the error 
function show that the variation distance tends to zero like escj2b(n/d)/ & for c large. The 
variation distance tends to 1 doubly exponentially in c < 0. The oscillating form of the error is a 
novelty to us. 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 hold as stated for any matrix A having a single Jordan block with 
eigenvalue 1, for example, for any lower triangular A having ones on the diagonal and 
subdiagonal and arbitrary entries elsewhere below. Also, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 hold as stated 
for E, taking values 0 and v with probability 1 - 8 and 8 with v any fixed vector having a 
nonzero first component. These and related variations are discussed in Section 5. 
The basic chain (1.2) with a general matrix A includes the problem of running a binary 
recurrence (or pseudo-random number generator) 
Yn =qY,_, + ’ l - +adYn_+ + e,,. 
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generating function of the coefficients is an irreducible polynomial, a rather different 
is obtains. For example, the order of such a recurrence can be 2d - 1. We treat such 
ore generally, if G is a group and X is a semigroup on which G acts, one may define a 
process of the form Xn = a,X,+ , + E,. Chung et al. [3] took X = G = Z,, the integers mod p. 
ere, a was taken as 2 and en took values 0, + 1 with probability t. Hildebrand [ 123 showed 
at their main findings essentially extend to any fixed a and independent and identically 
tributed law for E,. Hildebrand also developed a theory when a is allowed to be random 
(e.g., a = 2 or $ with probability +I. The results are counter-intuitive and hard to make sense 
of. Diaconis [S] develops some general theory but much lies in the future. 
2. Prwf of Theorem 1.1, upper bound 
Let A be a B x d binary matrix of the form (1.1). Here 2’-’ <d < 2’. The first order of 
business is to determine the order of A. The argument develops a representation used crucially 
in what follows. 
I,emma 2.1. For 2’- ’ < d < 2’, the order of a d x d matrix of the form (1.1) is 2’. 
proofi Let B = A’. By an easy induction, Bk has first row (“,I - l l (i) (mod 2), second row 
o@ l l l (z) (mod 2) and successive rows successive shifts of the first row. Terms which “drop 
off the end” are omitted. More formally, if rows and columns are numbered starting at 6, then 
B” is an upper triangular matrix with (i, j) entry: 
B~j = 
( 1 
ik i (mod 2). (2 1) . - 
ow Kummer’s lemma (see, e.g., 113, p.683) says that for integer a, 6, the highest power of 2 
dividing cPzb) equals the number of “carries” if the integers a and b are added in binary. For 
example, 31= 1111 l(,, and 1 = OOOOl~,, have 5 carries and 25 is the highest power of 2 dividing 
P1 ;’ ’ 1. In particular, (=in 1 is odd if and only if there are no carries. Clearly, if k = 2’, 
2’ - (j - i) and (j - i) have a carry for j > i and no carry when j = i. Thus A” = I. A similar 
argument shows that 2’ is the exact order. q 
Remark 2.2. The group GL,(Z,) has order 2d(d- ‘)/zny= 1(2’ - 1). The rower triangular matrices 
form a Sylow subgroup ud of order 2 d(d-1)/2. Thus a priori the order of A must be a power of 
2. We have also proved the curious result that every element in ud has order at most 2’. 
Without loss of generality, the process starts at X0 = 0. Iterating the basic recurrence (1.2): 
x,=0, x, =AXo + El = El, x* =A$ + 9,. . . , 
Xn =A”-$, +A”-*e2 + l . l +E n’ (2 2) . 
Suppose until further notice that 
n = m2’, for integer m. (2 3) . 
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Then the terms in (2.2) can be grouped by powers of A: 
X - 
tI’ 
/@‘-$ * 1 +A”‘-5 2 + . . . +7 2’9 (24 
where Ti are independent and identically distributed, each 7 having the distribution of a sum of 
m independent vectors distributed as cr. This representation will be useful in computing the 
Fourier transform of the distribution of Xn to which we now turn. 
2.1. Fourier analysis on Z: 
Let Q be a probability on Z$ For y E h;f, the Fourier transform of Q at y is defined bj 
d,v) = x (-l)‘fxQ(x). - \- (2 5) . 
XEZf 
In (2.9 (and throughout) x and y are column vectors and the dot product is taken mod 2. If P 
is a second probability on Z!, define convolution as 
P * Q(x) = c P( z)Q(x -z). 
ZGg 
Fourier analysis turns convolution into product since m(y) = #( y)Q( y). For this and other 
basic properties of Fourier analysis on finiteAgroups see [4, Chapters ,2 and 31 or [14]. The 
uniform distribution has Fourier transform U(y) = 0 for y f 0 with U(0) = 1. The proof of 
Theorem 1.1 proceeds by calculating the Fourier transform of the distribution of Xn and 
showing that it is close to U for n suitably large. The connection to variation distance comes 
through the following upper bound lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. If Q is a probability on Z$ then 
IlQ-ull’<+ c (i2(y). 
Y#O 
Proof. The variation distance defined in (1.5) can be written 
llQ-ull=$ c IQW-W>l. 
xe’: 
From this, 
4 II Q - U II 2 = (~~QWJ~~~~)2 &~IQ(4--U(X)12= c @(y)12- 
x x Y#O 
The inequality is Cauchy-Schwarz. Then, the Plancherel theorem and 6(y) = 0 for y f 0, 
&O> = c(O) = 1 were used. In [8] further details are given. •I 
The next lemma computes the Fourier transform of the walk at time n. 
Lemma 2.4. Let Q,(x) = P( X,, =x) for X,, defined in (1.2) with n = m2’. Then 
Q,(y) = (1 - 28)mMn”‘, with M,,(y) = 
where S,(w) is 1 or 0 (in IF@ as w = 1 or 0 (mod 2). 
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sing the representations (2.21, (2.4) in the definition (2.9, 
(2 6) . 
were 
E(( _ L)~~%] = 
l-28, if (y%j),= 1, 
, if ( y%j), = 0. 
Thus the term in braces in (2.6) is (1 - 28)““” with m(y) = ZfL$S,<( yt&,). Let B =A’ and 
recall the explicit description of Bj from (2.1). We see 
(Y’A~)~= (B’y),= (2 7) . 
Inside iSl the sum is taken mod2. D 
22. A bi.?ary code 
The next step is to interpret M,,(y) in Lemma 2.4 in terms of the weight enumerator of a 
code. Consider the CI x 2’ array Vd with (i, j) entry <j> (mod 2). This appears (with all entries 
rnodulo 2): 
0 1 2 l == j l . . 2'-1 
0 1 1 1 .== 
1 0 1 0 l -. 
. 
i 0 0 0 l *- 
d-l 0 0 0 .*- 
i ( 1 0 i ( 1 1 
j 0 i 
(2 8) . 
The rows can be taken space spanned by the rows makes up a code 
which is studied in the full rank because the left-hand d X d block is 
y'V,>i. Thus M,(y) is the weight (number of 
the number of y such that yfVd has weight j. 
D-eight enumerator DJ t 1 as 
-P 
(29) 
. 
j=O 
Using the upper bound of Lemma 2.3, the definitions above give the next result. 
Lemma 2.5. For the random walk defined in ( 1.2) with 2 ‘- ’ < d < 2’ and jr! = m 2 r, 
<D&l - 2qZ”) - 1. (2.10) 
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As will emerge, the code generated by the rows of Vd has N, = 1, so the right-hand side of 
(2.10) tends to zero when in tends to infinity. 
The weight enumerators DJt) are studied in the Appendix. They satisfy the following 
recursive relations which determine them completely. 
Theorem A.2. The polynomials defined in (2.9) satisfy 
(1) D,(t) = 1 + t, 
(21 D,,W = D:(t), 1 <m < QQ, 
(3) For m f 2”, 
D zIn+*W -D&n(t) = (DI?l+~W -o,(t))*, 
(4) D,,+,(t) = (1 + t*)*’ + (2t)*‘. 
For example, D,(t) = (1 + t), D,(t) = (1 + t)* and D,(t) = 1 + 6t2 + t4. As a check Glen 
d = 3, the matrix V3 of (2.8) is 
(H R H I)_ 
The linear combinations of the rows generate the code words 
(0000,1111,0101,1010,0011,1100,0110,1001). 
This has one worfweight zero, one word of weight four and six words of weight two. 
In the re~&+?%der of this section, we assume 2 ‘-’ < d < 2’ and the binary expansion of d 
begins@%% ones. Theorem A.2 yields the following. 
/’ 
Lemma 2.6. For 2’-’ <d < 2’ - 1, the weight enumerator of (2.9) satisfies 
Dd(t) < [ f{(l + t)*‘+’ + (1 - t)2s+‘}]2r-s-‘, for 0 < t < 1, 
while 
D,r-#) = t(c1 + t)2r + (1 - t)“}. 
Proof. For 2’-’ < d < d’ < 2’, the code generated by the rows of the d x 2’ matrix Vd of (2.8) is 
contained in the code generated by the d’ x 2’ matrix I$. It follows that D,(t) < D&) for 
0 <t < 1. Take d’ with binary expansion starting with s + 1 ones and the other bits 0. T!M if 
d = 9 = lOOl,,,, d’ = 12 = llOO(,,. Here d’ = 2r-S-1(2S+1 - 1). The matrix V2S+~_1 generates the 
code of all even weight words of length 2S+‘. To see this, observe that the rows of V$+I__ 1 all 
have even weight. The left-hand 2”+’ - 1 by 2S+1 - 1 block of V2”+l _, is upper triangular with 
ones on the diagonal so the rows of V,,+ I_ 1 are linearly independent and so generate all even 
codewords of length 2”+‘. Thus we have 
D,,+,_,(t) = ${(l + t)2”1 + (1 -t)‘“‘}. (2.11) 
The result follows from this and (2) in Theorem A.2. •I 
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f ef She upper bound (1.7). Consider I&(f) of Lemma 2.6 for 2’-’ < d < 2’ and t = (1 - 
MI’” with 
(1 + s/r)(log n + c) 
m= 
411og(l-28)l ’ 
that t = f(d, cl/d” +sm/2 with 
f(d, c) = e-t~+s/rh’2_ 
otethat 1<(1+s/r)<2for2’-‘<d<2’. 
The argument will show 
Dd(t) < elSf’+o(f’/2’-‘). 
Observe first that 2”” 1/dcr+s)/2r < 4/2(r-SM2. Thus 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(1 -I- ry+ =1+2S+‘t+ (2;‘)t’+ (231)(1+0( tJ (2s;!1r)‘) 
where the implied constant is uniform for 1 f (d, ~)/2(‘-~)/~ 1< -$. Using a similar bound for 
(1 - t)““ gives 
f((1 + ty’+’ -I- (1 - t)“i’> = 1 + ( 2;1)t* + o[( ;f!$ )‘). 
Now, using log(1 +A-) =x + 0(x*), 
24’ 
d*(r+s)/r +2 
The term in front of f2 is bounded above by 8 while the error term is O( f 4/2r-s). 
The argument of this section has been developed under the restriction that n = m2’ for 
integer m (see (2.3)). For general n, the total variation distance is monotone in n. Let m* be 
such that m”2’ \< n < (m* + 112’. Changing m by 1 amounts to changing c by a fixed amount 
(depending on 6 which we have as fixed). This only changes aebc to arebc. 
The stated bound (1.7) follows easily from these considerations and (2.13). 0 
Rema& 2.7. 13 Ar CL. ,., Lw Jllwwn in Section 4, the correct asymptotic approximation for the total 
variation when d = 2’ has an oscillatory quality. We presume that this is also the case for other 
values of d. 
(ii) For fixed finite d it is a straightforward matter to evaluate the explicit bound in Lemma 
2.5 or 2.6. These give satisfactory results for any “reai” problem. The asymptotics give a useful 
rule of thumb for where the cutoff occurs. 
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.1, lower bound 
Let Q, be the probability on Zf corresponding to the distribution of the Markov chain 
defined in (1.2). This section proves the lower bound (1.8) on the distance 11 Q, - U 11. From 
the definition (1.51, any set B E H$ gives a lower bound by I Q,< B) - U(B) I < II Q, - U 11. A 
suitable set B will be chosen by looking at the slow term in the Fourier analytic upper bound. 
Throughout this section 2’-’ <d < 2’ and n =m2’ = cu(d)d(log d + c) with a(d) = {( 1 + 
s/r)2’/d}/(4 I log(1 - 28) I), so that 
s 
m= l+- 
( 1 
log d+c 
r 4Ilog(l-26)l l (3 I) 
. 
Let S, = {y E Z$ I yfVd I = 2) with vd defined in (2.8) and I z I the number of ones (or 
weight) of the binary 2’-tuple z. The cardinality I S, I = N, is thus the number of codewords of 
weight 2. Define g : hp --) iI3 by 
gw = + c (- lpr. 
2 YES2 
(3 2) . 
This g will be used as a test function and B will be chosen as the set of x where I g(x) I is 
large. Of course ( - l)y’x is the yth character of a$. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be uniformly distributed on Z$. For g defined in (3.2), 
E(g(X)) = 07 Var(g(X)) = 1. (3 3) . 
Proof. 
1 
W(X)) = 2 G(x) 
x 
=$= c fi(y)=O, 
2 YES2 
E(g2(X)) = jy l x ti(y+y’)=l. 0 
2 Y,Y’E& 
The next lemma is the heart of this section. It uses a careful description of the set of words 
of weight 2 in the code of Section 2. This description is developed in the Appendix. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X,, be defined by (i.2). For g defined by (3.2) with n = m2’, 
E(g(X,)) = \jN2(1- 2@)2m, (3 4) . 
E( g’( Xn)) = $ { N, + (2” - 1)(2” - 2)2’( 1 - 28)2m 
2 
+(Nf - Nz - (2” - 1)(2” - 2)2’)( 1 - 2q4m}, (3.5) 
where N, = (2;)2’-” is the number of codewords of weight 2, 2’- 1 < d < 2’, and d begins with s 
ones. 
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Frwf. If Q, is the distribution of &, 
1 
E(g(X,)) = 7 c Q,(y) = linr,( 1 - 28)‘“. 
v 2 ye, 
The last equality uses the computation of the Fourier transform of Lemma 2.4 with M,(y) = 2 
for y E Sz. 
To compute the second moment, square g and take expectations. Arguing as above, 
x + y E Sr) I. Indeed, for x, y E S,, 1(x + y )Vj I can only take values 0, 
2 or 4. The value 0 occurs if and onl_r if x =y (this happens N, times). The value 2 occurs A 
times and the value 4 occurs for remaining pairs Nz -A - N2 times. 
In Theorem A.5 the following explicit description of the codewords in g2 = ( yV’$ y E S,} 
is proved. Of course, g2 c Zz’. Consider the 2’ coordinates in 2” consecutive blocks each of 
length 2”~“. A vector in Pz can be specified by choosing a pair of blocks ($) choices) and an 
integer 1 < k < 2’Y Put a one in the kth coordinate of each of the two chosen blocks and 
zeros elsewhere. Each such word has weight 2, and each occurs for a unique y E Z$. This 
shows N2 = (‘;)2f-s as claimed. Further, the description makes it easy to count pairs such that 
the sum has weight 2. For each of Nz values x, y can be chosen to kill one coordinate of x 
and have the second coordinate of the sum x + y in a different block in 2(2’ - 2) ways. Thus 
A = 2Nz(2” - 2) = 2’(2” - 1)(2” - 2). 17 
From Lemma 3.1 and Chebyshev’s inequality, under the uniform distribution g(x) is close to 
zero with high probability. Under Q,, g has large mean and, as will emerge, smal? variance. 
Pmof of the lower bound (1.8). From Lemma 3.2 and the definitions, 
E(g( Xn)) = a(d) e-(’ +s/r)c/2, (3 6) . 
b(d) e -( 1 +s/r) 
Va+m7)) = l+ 2’ 
+ c(d) e-(‘+“/‘)‘/2 
p-s)/2 9 (3 7) . 
where a(d), b(d), c(d) are bounded in absolute value by 3 uniformly in d and c. 
Let 
B = (x E Z$ 1 g(x) 1 3 e-(1+s/r)r/4). 
From Lemma 3.1, U(B) --, 1 for c large. From (3.61, (3.7), under Q,, g(x) has mean 
a(d) e -(I +s/r1c/2 >> e-‘l is/r)c/4 and standard deviation of order, at worst, the square root of 
the mean. 0 
4. Asymptotics when d = 2’: Proof of Theorem 1.2. 
This section presents a direct (non-Fourier) proof of Theorem 1.2 when d = 2’. The 
argument mimics the Fourier proof in an interesting way. The main technical difference is that 
n = mZ’ is not assumr=d. This complicates things a bit and leads to oscillations in the error 
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term. The first stage of the analysis uses symmetry to reduce the problem to calculating the 
difference between binomial random variables. 
Consider the process X,l of (1.2) with A of the form (1 .l). Here 
d(log d + c) 
n = 2]log(l-2e)l 
=md+pd, 
with 
log d+c 
m= 
2 ]log(l - 2e) I 
(4 1) . 
(4 2) . 
with the brackets denoting greatest integer and the braces denoting fractional part, respec- 
tively, so 0 < p < 1. Let 
p=pd, son=md+p. 
As in (2.2), (2.4) the walk can be written 
(4 3) . 
X --Ad--$ 
n - 1 
+Ad-‘r 
2 
+ . . . +,. 
d, 
where hi, TV,..., Td are independent random vectors satisfying: 
71 , . . . , Td+ are identically distributed with common law P *In, 
Td-p+ 1, . . . , Td are identically distributed with common law P * @ + ‘I, 
with P the common law of ei given in (1.3). It follows that 
(4 4) l 
P(Ti = 0) = i(l + (1 - 20j”l), PiTi =t?,) = $(l - (1 - 20)“), 
l<iid-p, (4Sa) 
plTi 
=())=$ (1 + (1 - 28)m+1), P{Ti = e,) = t(l - (1 - 20)m+1), 
d-p+l<i<d. (4Sb) 
In (4.4) the term Ad-‘Ti is 0 for the first column of Ad-’ with probabilities given by (4.5). 
Thus, Xn has the same distribution as 
I/d-1& + l *. +v”&= VP, (4 6) . 
where V is a d x d matrix having columns VdV1, Vdm2,. . . , I/‘, c/O with Vd-’ being the first 
column of An? Frog-_= (2_!j, y!vi = cdTi) (rrprpw! 21, 0 -(-:j < /a - 1_ j 1 -< i < d. T’ne column vector p 
has independent random entries Pi with pi taking values 0 or 1 with the probabilities given by 
the right-hand sides of (4Sa,b). 
The matrix I/ is easily seen to be invertible (in fact V2 = I). Now the variation distance to 
uniform is invariant under l-l transformations, so I] Q, - U ]I = II Y(p) - U II with P(p) 
denoting the law of P on E$. The measures 5Y( p j and U are irxu-iant under permutations of 
the first d -p coordinates and permutations of the last p coordinates. It follows that 
II =%BI - u II is equal to the difference between the laws of the number of ones in these 
coordinates. In [9, Lemma 6.11 details are given. To write this out, note from (4.1), 
log d+c 
m = 2 ]log(l - 28) I - u* 
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(l-28)“= 
e-w 
-p2*p-g. 
(4 7) . 
Let X,, and Ys be independent random variables with 
Ys m binomial d p, Z ( - 1(1-$)), 
and let X0 and YO be independent random variables with a and p both zero. The considera- 
tions above can be summarized as follows. 
mm 4.1. For Qn, the law of Xn defined in (1.21, and a), p, Xa, Xp as in (4.6), (4.71, we have 
II Q/W = Il~(~a~~)--~(&~Yo)i 
= 8(i j,f;,2..(:)(” ;*)(B(‘. j) - &)p . . (4 8) . 
f. The first equality was argued in the comments preceding the lemma. For the second 
equality, if P and Q are two measures on a finite set Y, the variation distance ]I P - Q 11 
defined as in (1.5) can also be written 11 P - Q 11 = C( P( y) - Q< y)) where the sum is over y 
such that P(y) 2 Q(y). q 
The variation distance can now be approximated by using the normal approximation to the 
binomial distribution. In the asymptotics in the remainder of this section, (Y and p are in a fixed 
compact subset of R2 and d tends to infinity. Since both the sample size and parameters 
d on d, a uniform version of the central limit theorem such as the Berry-Esseen theorem 
[lo, Chapter 161 is needed. The first step identifies the set where f!Ni, j) > 1/22d. 
Lemma 4.2. With notation cs in Lemma 2.3, let 
9(d)= (i, j):2ai+2Pj<d pcr+pp- “a$fp2 
1 i 
, 
withO<i,j,<dandE=bp_Then 
=9’(Xa x YB)(.‘a(d)) -9(X,x Y&s@(d)) + o(1). 
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Proof. The variation distance IIP’(X, x Xp> -.F’(Xo X YJ 11 is achieved at {(i, j): %, j) 2 
l/22d}. All such (i, j) satisfy 
with 
p=d, d-p=pd, p=p=1. 
Taking logarithms, this IS 
i log 
1 -*/ti 
( I WY/@ 
Approximate the left-hand 
j = O(d): 
2at 2P 
side of (4. lo), using log(1 - e) - log(1 + E) = - 2~ + 0[e3) and i, 
1 
-- ai-$jSO \lli . ( 1 
+j log 3 -dp log(1 +,/Q-j -dE log(1 +@/a). 
(4.10) 
For the right-hand side of (4.101, using log(1 + E) = l - $* + 0k3), we obtain 
This shows that (4.10) is equivalent to the set of (i, j) satisfying 
2ai+2pj<d pa+@- 
I 
/uY* + F/3* 
2ti 1 + O(1). 
Under either pair of binomial distributions ( Xa, Y,) or <X0, YO>, the O(1) terms are negligible. 
cl 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Using the Berry-Esseen theorem, under 9(X,, X$ the coordinates i 
and j have independent 2;Jproximately normal distributions with means 
and variances 
Normalizing, the 9( Xa, Xp> measure of the region 9(d) is 
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) the standard normal distribution function. Under 9(X,,, Y,) the measure of the 
W is 
Q, -; +G +a’)) + o(l). 
From these approximations, 
= 1 - 2@( -~qLzj$q + o(1). 
F&rally9 
+(& + j#) = a e -Cji - 219-~‘(1- 4~8(1- 6)). 0 
The direct probability arguments introduced above can be adapted to cases when d # 2’. For 
example, when d = 3 l 2’ and n = 1)22’, a linear transformation M can be found so that 
= 6 + 6’ where 6 and 8’ are d x 1 random vectors having the following laws: 
6 has independent identically distributed binary coordinates 
with common distribution as in (4.51, 
(a’)” = is;, . . . , is;,,, s;, . . . , is:,,, s;, . . . , s;,,), 
with 6: independent of each other and S with common distribution as in (4.5). 
Now, the law of A4!Xn can be analyzed by considering the law of the array (with all entries 
mod 2): 
s; +6, & + &+d,j ai + &+2d,3 
s; + 62 & + SZtd,.Y ai + a2+2d,3 
ano btiunding its variation distance to the $d x 3 array with independent fair coin tossing 
coordinates. Symmetry considerations show this can be reduced to the distance between the 
induced laws of N(x), the number of rows in the array having pattern x E Zi. Under both 
measures these rows of the array are independent, so the central limit theory can be used as 
above. The calculation is tedious and we give no further details since the problem has been 
treated by Fourier analysis in Section 2. 
5. Extension to other multipliers and perturbation laws 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 were proved for multipliers of the form (1.1). The present section 
shows that they imply the same results for a wider class of multipliers and perturbation laws. 
Thus consider a process of the form 
x,=cx,_, +e,, ( 1) 5. 
with C E GL&&j and E,, independent and identically distributed random vectors taking values 
in 21. The natural generalization of the matrix of (1.1) allows C with minimal pok]nomial 
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(1 -x)“. Thus C h as all its characteristic roots in Z, and its Jordan canonical form has one 
JG ~dan block of the form (1.1) so that C is conjugate to A in GL,(Z,), say with 
C=D-‘AD. (5.2) 
Of course, any such C has order 2’ where 2’-’ < d < 2’ as before. Write the random walk as 
xn = C%r + cn-*e2 + l l l +E, =D-lA”-lD~l +D-‘A”-*DE,+ 9.. +E,. 
If Yn = DX,, it follows that 
Y -An-rE’+An-*E’ + . . . +E’ 
n- 1 2 n, 
where E; = DEi. One-to-one transformations do not change variation distance giving a first 
reduction. 
For the second reduction, observe that a matrix C conjugate to A has a unique nonzero left 
fixed vector I$ = VGC. Suppose that 
P(Ei= O)=l-8, P(Ei=X)= 8, with x’V,#O (mod 2). (5 3) . 
In case C = A, I/, = e, and the condition becomes x,, f 0. With these definitions, the following 
result can be stated. 
Theorem 5.1. Let Xn be defirzzd by 6.1)-(5.3). Then the conclusions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 
hold with Q, replaced by the law of Xn. 
Proof. Using the first reduction, it is enough to bound the rate of convergence of Y, based on 
E’ taking values 0 and Dx with probability 1 - 6 and 8, respectively. From C = D- ‘AD, 
Vc = D’e, and the condition in (5.3) becomes (Dx)‘e, # 0 (mod 2). Let N(A) = {F E 
GL,(Z,): FA = AF}. By an elementary computation, N(A) consists of lower triangular matri- 
ces with constant diagonal entries. Thus for d = 4, for example, F consists of matrices of the 
form 
11 0 0 0 
X 1 0 0 
(2 Y x I 
y X 10’ 
1, 
with x, y, z arbitrary in Z,. It is clear that if y E E$ satisfies y ‘el f 0, there is a unique 
F E N(A) such that Fy = e,. Since 
Y, =A”%; + ... -kc;, 
Z, = Fy, is distributed as Q, as analyzed in Theorems 1 .i and 1.2. 0 
Remark 5.2. (i) The group Nd( A) which was used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 is an Abelian 
2-group. It Ilas 
[$]-2[;]+[$] 
factors isomorphic to Z *,. For example, N2( A) = Z,, N3( A) = Z,, N,(A) = B, X Z,. If the 
matrix C has a richer canonical form, more randomness is required in the law of E to yield a 
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U rm distribution. As an example, suppose C is lower triangular with ones on the diagonal, a 
single zero on the next bias -or&, and zeros elsewhere. Then E must take nonzero values in both 
the first coordinate and the coordinate matching the second diagonal zero. This is not enough. 
For example, if E is zero or x with probability 1 - 0, where x is nonzero in the two appropriate 
rdinates and zero elsewhere, then the coordinates of Xn stay dependent and never converge 
to the uniform distribution. 
One natural choice for the law of E such that X,, of 6.1) converges to the uniform 
distribution for every choice of C has each coordinate 1 or 0 independently with probability 8 
and 1 - 8. When C = I, the process becomes a version of random walk on the hypercube. This 
has an extensive literature reviewed in 141. Preliminary computations indicate that A of the 
form (1.1) and this choice of E speeds things up to order at least da with a G log 3/lag 2 A 
0.6309. We hope to do a more complete analysis. 
(ii) Results of [15] show that most matrices C in GL,(Z,) do not have their roots in the field 
Z,. Further, most C have order log n blocks in their rational canonical form. See [l l] and [15, 
gopositions 10 and 111. The analysis of walks with such C has a different flavor which is 
developed in [6]. 
Appendix= The code of binomial coefficients (mod2) 
Let 2’~* < d < 2’ be fixed. Consider the d vectors 
y = (w;(O), w,(l) ,...) w;,(2’- l)), 0 <i <d, where W;,(j) = (i) (mod 2). (A.l) 
Let ‘gd denote the subspace of H$” generated by the M$. This gd is also called a code and 
elements of gd are called codewords. For WE Ed, let 1 W I, the weight of W, denote the 
number of nonzero entries. Let Nk be the number of words of weight k in gd. Let 
d 
Dd(t f = c iqkfk (A4 
k=O 
denote the weight enumerator of gd. 
Example kl. If d = 3 and r = 2, then W0 = (llll), WI = (OlOl), IV.. = (0011). 
1111,0101, 1010,0011, 1100,0110, lOOl), D3(t) = 1 + 6t2 + t4. 
This section studies the code %?d and IV*, the number of words of weight 2. The first result is 
proved below as a series of lemmas. 
Theorem A.2. The weight enumerators for the binomial coefficient codes defined in (A.2) satisfy 
(1) D,(t) = 1 + t, 
(2) Dt,W = D,‘,(t), 1 grn < =, 
(3) D 2,&) -D,,(t) = C D,,,+,W --D,,,(t))*, m z 2”, 
(4) Dzs, ,W = (1 + t’)” + (2t)*‘. 
Remark AA D,(t) = 1 + t by inspection, so D,,(t) = (1 + t)*’ implying that C,, consists of all 
binary vectors of length 2”. From (11, (2) and (4), D3( t) = (1 + t*)* + (2t)* in agreement with 
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the example above. The relations (l)-(4) determine Dd for all d. The form of Dd is particularly 
simple if d = j2” with j fixed, e.g., D,. *,- I( t ) = 
D2c_l(f) = $1 + r)*’ + (1 - t)*‘} 
(1 + 6t2 + t4Jr. In Section 2, a direct proof of 
was given. It is an amusing exercise to derive this from 
Theorem A.2. 
The following preliminary lemma will be useful. 
Lemma A.4 For nonnegative integers i and j, 
(ii)-(i) (mod2), (2j11)=(i) (mod2), 
2j 
( ) 2i+ 1 
= 0 (mod 2), (ii+‘:)-(:) (mod2). 
Proof. These all follow by checking how the number of base 2 “carries” in b + (a - b) occur as 
in [ 13, p.681. For example, since (2i + 1) + (2 j - 2i - 1) = 2 j always has at least one carry, 
<*f$ 1) = 0 (mod 2). The other arguments cre similar . q 
The proofs of C!), (3) and (4) are recursive. To set up the basic recursion, let I/ be the d x 2’ 
array formed by the Wi. Let V0 and Vi be ci X 2’-’ arrays formed from the even and odd 
columns of I/. respectively. From the definition of I/ and Lemma A.4, V0 and V, appear as 
(with entries mod 22: 
(3 M 
0 0 
v”= (7) (;) 
0 0 
vl= (9) (;) 
(PI (3 
The form of the last rows of 
difference between parts (2), 9 
. . . 
. . . 
. 
. 
. 
. . . 
. . . 
. 
. 
. 
. . . 
l l . 
l 
l 
. 
. . . 
. . . 
. 
. 
. 
j ( 1 0
0 
j 0 . f, 
; 
( 1 ii j ( 1 0 
j 0 i 
j 
0 i 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
l l . 
. . . 
. . . 
(2’-i?) 
0 
t2’-:- l) 
0 
12’?) 
12’-?) 
V 
V. and V, will depend on the parity of d and wiil determine the 
(3) and (4) of Theorem A.2. 
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f Theorem A.2(21. Here d = 2m. The last row of V is lVznl_ 1 and the last rows of V0 
are (mod 2): 
code %K,, is formed by adding all possible subsets of rows of V. For the rows lV*i and 
1 there are four possibilities: include neither, wzi alone, w2i+l alone, or both. Consider 
effect of these choices on the corresponding pairs of rows in V0 and V,. In the first case 
(neither) (0 l l l 0) is added to both Vu and V,. In the second case (Wzi alone) 
is added to both V0 and Vi. In the third case ( Wzi_, : alone) (0 l l l 0) is added to V0 and 
is added to I$ Finally, in the last case (both Wzi and Wzi+ 1), it has the effect of adding 
((9) (FJ l -- (I) --- (2’-:-1)) _ I 
to V. and (00 l - - 3) to VI. Thus, the four possibilities of adding or not adding the row 
to Vu and V1 each occur exactly c;nce. Of course, this ho!ds for each of the +d = m pairs of rows 
in V. Hence in generating SFzrn we are generating E& independently in both VG and VI. This 
iately implies D,, = Di which is (2). q 
of Theorem A.2(31. Here d = 2ni -t- 1 with m f 2”. The last three rows of V0 and V, are 
for 4: (m!J (m!J 
imo1) imY 
(9 M 
. . . i 
i 1 m-l 
. . . 0 
. . . i 
i 1 m 
. . . j 
i 1 m-l 
. . . i ( 1 m-l 
. . . 
i 1 j m 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
( 2;:;1) 
(2-1 ) _- 1 (2r-1 ) -1 
m-l (2r-’ ) -1 
m-l 1 
P-i 1 
r l-1 
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In this case each of V0 and Vr have a single, repeated, unpaired row. In each of V0 and c/l the 
codes generated by the first 2m rows are g,,, as before. The last row is what changes gZrn (and 
so DZn2) into E& + 1 (and so D,, + 1 ). Thus 
D 2m+l =D,t?I + ml+* -wz, 
and this is (3). 0 
Proof of Theorem A.2(4). Here d = 2” i- 1. In going from 2” to 2”+ *, the new row added has the 
form (mod 2) 
w2*= (2q) (is) l ** (“2;‘) (;I) l -* 2 s+l ( 1 2” 
= 0 0 -** 0 1 . . . 1 
The length of the codewords jumps from 2” to 2”+ ‘. Thus the array I/ appears as 
6 wo 
w* W 
. . 
. . 
w’ w21_, 2*-l 
0 . ..O l...I 
with all vectors shown of length 2”. Thus, a codeword consisting of any linear combination of 
the first 2” rows has the form (2, 2) where 2 E %Y2’. Hence, the code generated by the first 2” 
rows has weight enumerator D,( t2). Adding the final row gives words of the form (2, z) 
where z is the coordinatewise complement of 2. Any such word has weight 2”, and there are 
1 ‘iF2i 1 = 22’ of them. Since DJt) = (1 + f)25, DzI+ ,(t) = (1 + t2)*’ + 2*‘t2’, which is (4). 0 
T!re final result of this Appendix is an exact description of the codewords of weight two. 
Theorem 8.5. Let gd be the code generated by the vectors Wi of (A. l), and let S, be the set of 
weight-two words in gd. Suppose that d begins with s ones in its binary expansion and that 
2’-’ < J < 2’. Then, the vectors in S, can be described as follows. Break up the 2’ coordinates 
into 2” disjoint blocks each of length 2’~“. k given codeword in S, can be uniquely specified by 
giving two blocks and an integer k, 0 < k < 2’-“. The word has a one in the kth position of each of 
these blocks and zeros elsewhere. In particula;, 1 S, 1 = (2;)2’-“. 
Proof. Let I/= !l(d) be the d x 2’ array with rows W,,, WI,. . . , Wd+ This array has a recursive 
structure which we now describe. Let r = s + t so that d begins with s ones, then a zero, then 
t - 1. following binary digits. In particular, d < 2’-’ + 2r-2 + - . . + 2’ + 2’- ’ - 1. The array I/ 
can 1 be pictured as in Fig. 1. 
Tie lower line L which defines the lower boundary of the array is above row Wzr- I+ . . . + 2f + 2f - I. 
Hence, any subset sum of rows between L and L’ = 2’-’ + 2r-2 + l l - + 2’ has the form 
0 l - l 0 XX with X of length 2’-’ having even weight. 
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. . . . . . -. -. -. 
-_ -. 
108 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
0 
0 
-. . . -. -. -. 
‘. 
. . 
-. 
0 
qr-2 
0 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . .._...... * 
1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. * * 1 . . . . . . . . . ..f......... * 
0 * -._ 1 0 1 .__ 1 
._ . . . . . . -. -. . . . . -_ -. . . . . . . *. . . . . 
00 
. . 
100 
. . 
. . -. 1 
. . 
;o 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I”- 
. . . 
:*i-j 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1’. ,;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-..... : ..............................: 
p-1 y-l 
Fig. 1. 
n__2r-1 _2r-2_...-21 <p-l-* 
I 
. . . . L 
Now note the following. 
(i) The codes generated by the rows above L’ are exactly the codes in E’z,_2, (combining the 
proofs of Lemma 2.6 and Theorem A.2(2) or adapting the proof of Lemma 2.6). These are 
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exactly the codes with the following property: for every k = 0, 1,. . . ,2’ - 1, the sum of the 
entries in spaces congruent to k (mod20 is even. 
(ii) The nonzero codes generated by rows below L' lie in the last block of spaces and have at 
least four ones in each codeword. 
From these remarks Theorem A.5 is clear. q 
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